
Autism isn't a choice; acceptance is! 
What is autism? A disease or disability? This is by far the most             
frequently asked question. Briefly, it is a severely incapacitating         
lifelong developmental disorder that typically occurs in the first         
three years of life. It causes impairment or disturbance in three           
main areas, Social skills, communicative (verbal as well as         
non-verbal) skills, and in their repetitive and restricted behaviors.         
Autistic individuals may show abnormal responses to sensory        
information.. Autism is known as a ‘spectrum disorder,’ because         
the severity of symptoms ranges from mild learning and social          
difficulties to severe impairment with multiple problems and        
highly unusual behavior. Typically, 20 out of 10,000 people have          
autism or have autistic symptoms. Autism is found throughout the          
world, in families of any economic, social, and/or racial         
background. Doctors, politicians, and rickshaw drivers alike could        
have children with autism. Autism is a disability not a disease as it             
is a developmental disorder which cannot be termed as a disease.           
There are several questions in most people’s minds that can an           
autisttic person live their life normally as a normal individual. I           
would say yes as this thing has been proved by temple           
grandin,stephen wilthshire. But the acceptance of autism is        
comparatively high in developed nations. 

However, awareness is what is needed.Though       
Autism Care Nepal is doing its best for awareness This orthodox           
society doesn’t seem to be following it. This is why great people            
like Dr. SUnita Maleku Amatya who has given their all out towards            
awareness and welfare of the autistic children come to mind.This          
conservative society seems to be following one mentality that the          
people suffering from autism are different and should be treated          
differently. Which is absolutely a wrong statement and that is what           



needs to be cleared.Uniqueness is what makes you most beautiful          
from inside and out. So, why not to follow it and celebrate all of our               
uniqueness in a positive way.Dr.Sunita Maleku Amatya is        
professionally an anesthesiologist and one of the social figure of          
the Country who has been contributing a lot in the welfare and            
overall development of the Autistic children.Dr Sunita seems to be          
very active in making the changes in the ideology of the people.We            
ought to be helping her and the Autistic Care Nepal Society so that             
in future if ever we face the situation we can easily contact them.             
It's we who will make the differences, if we want anything can be             
done so why not to build awareness and help the autistic children            
instead of demotivating them. We feel proud now to be saying that            
“Autism is not a disability, it is a different ability”. Everyone is            
different in their own way. No one is perfect in this entire world So              
why treat a person differently if he/she is different from the rest of             
us. Everyone has red blood so is there anything humiliating to say            
that autistic children are the same as us. Though they are not the             
same in terms of social life but they are human and they are a part               
of the world so why not accept them and bring positivity in the             
differences. 

Sometimes things are just limited      
within books or articles. We say several things but forget to apply            
it practically. If I have to encounter reality, it will be very            
threatening. Autistic individuals lack opportunity in several fields.        
There is no proper job facility for them. They have no financial            
support for them for survival. Again, if we come in the context of             
our country Nepal, the government has mentioned AUTISM in         
“Disability Act “ but the financial support given by the government           
isn’t enough for an autistic individual to fulfill all the essential           
needs. Talking about job security, they have no choice at all. The            



government should think about it too as these individuals have no           
proper security for fulfillment of their basic needs. Hope the          
government would take effective steps towards the revolution of         
making Autism visible throughout the country. Now AUTISM        
should not just be limited with this article it should be fit in             
everyone’s heart that some major steps should be taken if your           
child is diagnosed with autism instead of thinking it as an inherent            
character of the child. You must be careful enough that your           
child's growth and development goes parallel. If there is delay in           
development then seek help from Autism Care Nepal Society.  

At the end, autism is not a disease it is a development             
disorder. Therefore, we the members of civilized society must be          
concerned enough to accept autistic individuals as our society's         
members.  
 


